Noninteger pitch and nuclease sensitivity of chromatin DNA.
Assuming that variation of nuclease sensitivity along nucleosomal DNA can basically be attributed to orientations of sugar--phosphate bonds relative to histone core, the pitch of chromatin DNA is estimated to be 10.33--10.40 base pairs. This is in accordance both with the known measured average distance between cleavage sites (10.3--10.4 base pairs) and with published data on variation of relative sensitivities of these sites to nuclease attack. The variation can be explained solely as a result of the systematic change of orientation of sugar--phosphate bonds of sensitive sites without additional suggestions about local steric hindrances by histone molecules. According to the analysis locations of sites least sensitive to nuclease attack should not depend on kind of endonuclease though the stagger could differ. We conclude that the nucleosome core particle is axially symmetrical. The results strongly support the suggestion that DNA is wrapped around the histone octamer smoothly, without interruption of base-stacking interactions.